
SMART ELECTRICITY
Fast-tracking our transition to a healthy, modern, affordable electricity supply for all

Electricity is a key enabler of a vibrant society. However, our country 
has struggled to shift to an electricity system that is reliable, 
affordable, equitable, flexible and clean. 

The South African government, in recognising our priorities, 
has published a comprehensive 20-year electricity supply and 
implementation roadmap: the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP 2010). 
But the stakes are high and the past five years have seen a rapid 
shift in priorities as nations rise to our growing social, environmental 
and economic challenges. While the IRP was lauded for including 
alternative energy, it could more pro-actively:
• encourage electricity conservation and efficiency,
• minimise and optimise capital expenditure,
• promote local economic development, particularly in 

manufacturing, 
• create more jobs and ensure pro-poor electricity access,
• ensure long-term industry success and foreign direct 

investment, 
• consider evolving supply and distribution technologies, and 
• minimise the negative health impacts on people and planet. 

The Electricity Governance Initiative of South Africa (EGI-SA) 
has undertaken detailed research using a robust modelling tool 
developed by UCT’s Energy Research Centre. While the preliminary 
findings are summarised below, the detailed findings will be released 
early in 2013. EGI-SA’s objective is to build on and strengthen the IRP 
to fast-track our nation’s transition to a smarter and more equitable 
electricity future.

New research calls for an urgent review of the 2010 Integrated 
Resource Plan. At stake are jobs, economic prosperity, access 
to electricity for the poor, over-capitalisation and the risk of 
expensive, stranded assets – potentially wasting tens of billions 
of rands. A more modular and financially prudent plan is needed.

Key research findings

Smarter demand forecasting and management: 
• Forecasting electricity demand is difficult and it is maybe not a 

surprise that for the past two years demand growth has been 
at least 10% lower than indicated in the IRP and may remain, in 
line with global economic volatility, considerably lower for many 
years to come.

• Energy conservation and efficiency – the cheap, virtual power 
station: it is five times cheaper to invest in energy conservation 
and efficiency than to build a new power plant. A number of 
such demand-reducing initiatives have been launched, but 
their ambition levels need to be raised considerably. Refer to 
‘Demand reduction’ graph.

Smarter supply:
• The risk of expensive, stranded assets is real. The IRP 2010 

calls for massive capital investments in a few large, high-risk 

Smarter all round 
The Smart Electricity plan, when compared to the IRP 2010, 
would enhance environmental quality, provide more jobs, 
address energy poverty and reduce capital expenditure by 
about 18%.

South Africa slips again in the most recent World Energy 
Council’s annual ‘Energy Sustainability Index’, in part 
because of “a particular weak performance in diversification 
of electricity production.”
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Capital expenditure
Smart plan saves about 18%

Costs: Coal and nuclear go up, while renewables go down 
It should be noted that expenditure estimates in the graph, 
given recent global trends, result in an underestimate of coal 
and nuclear costs and an overestimate of renewable energy 
costs. A recent Bloomberg report, Global Trends in Renewable 
Energy Investment 2012, states that over the past two years 
global electricity generation costs for solar generated photo-
voltaics and onshore wind fell by 44% and 7% respectively, 
while coal fired generation costs rose by 7%. And the 2011 
World Nuclear Industry Status Report states that nuclear 
power plants have a history of massive cost overruns and 
missed deadlines, and nuclear costs have risen six fold over 
the last decade. 
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power stations. These take long to build and lock us into dirty 
and outdated infrastructure. 

• The current high-risk climate calls for a low-risk 
approach. Lower demand, global economic uncertainty, 
capital constraints and escalating environmental pressures 
call for caution.

• This makes a strong argument for a modular planning 
approach, where smaller, easier-to-raise capital tranches 
are invested in smaller, quick-to-build infrastructure – as 
and when needed.

Smarter development:
• The evidence is clear: renewable energy infrastructure 

creates more jobs than coal and nuclear, particularly 
when local manufacturing is included. Refer to ‘Jobs 
created’ graph.

• Current generation infrastructure and tariff structures do 
not sufficiently promote access to electricity for the poor.

Smarter institutions and governance:
• Greater accountability, transparency, regulation and 

reporting are essential. In addition, public participation 
should be strengthened and comprehensive life-cycle 
assessments undertaken to reveal long-term financial and 
non-financial impacts.

There is no doubt: it is time for a rigorous rethink and EGI-SA 
calls on the Department of Energy to urgently review the IRP 
2010 to create a smarter, more flexible plan. The only way to stay 
ahead in our volatile world is to remain responsive to change. At 
stake are tens of billions of rands of scarce capital and the future 
vibrancy and just transition of our society and economy. 

About  
EGI-SA partners are: 350.org, Project 90 by 2030, SA Faith Communities Environment Institute (SAFCEI), Green Connection, Gender and Climate 
Change, WWF-SA and Sustainable Energy Africa. EGI-SA has periodic consultative meetings with Eskom, CSIR, the Energy Intensive Users group and 
other key electricity stakeholders. EGI-SA is part of the international EGI network (supported by the World Resources Institute), which is a partnership 
of civil society organisations dedicated to promoting transparent, inclusive and accountable decision-making in the electricity sector. 
Visit: http://irp2.wordpress.com/smart-electricity/

Jobs created
Smart Electricity plan creates 200 000 more job years
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The baseline demand figures (IRP - no efficiency) are from the IRP 2010 and do not include energy efficiency. The IRP assumes an unambitious 
efficiency improvement of about 4% by 2030 (IRP - with efficiency). Research however indicates that these efforts can be increased to well 
above 20% - significantly beyond the conservative Smart scenario of 16% indicated above.

Demand reduction potential
Efficiency efforts can reduce demand significantly
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Total job years created:
•     IRP 2010   =   360 000
•     Smart        =   560 000

IRP 2010 Smart
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